Ahsrwcl-hlobile IP is the current standard supporting user muhilit? in wireless IP networks. Mobile IP regional registration is proposed b) IETF ts reduce the Mobile IP location update cost I)! making the registration localized. A distributed regional relistration scheme is also introduced to choose the GFAs dynamicdlly. In the distributed scheme, the signaling burden is evenib distributed among the network and the regional network boundary is dynamically adjusted according to the mobile user's up-to-datr mobility and traffic load. In this paper, we develop a system model to analyze the distributed scheme performance. W e also propose an improved distributed scheme which is called improved distributed regional location management scheme in our paper. The analytical results sbow that the dynamic scheme cdii redace the Mobile IP mohilitj management cost effectively a n d the improved scheme can perform better. Howevcr. Mobilc IP is iiot a good solution for users with higli mobility. Its niechanisni requires every MH to update its ilea' CoA to the Home Agent (HA) whenever the MH moves ljoni on? subnet to another. even though the MH dose not coiiiniuiiiCate witti others while moving. The location update cost i n Mobile IP can be csccssive. especially for the mobile t~scrs with relatively high mobility and long distance to their HAS.
I. I N ' l R O D U C ' l I O N
Mobile I P is the mobility-enabling protocol developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to support global mobility i n IP networks ( [I] ). If a Mobile Host (MU) roams t o a forcigti subnetwoi-k. according to the current Mobile IP protocol. the M H can obtain a new IP address (CoA) from a router ( F A ) iii the visited network. The CoA of the MH will cliange froin subnct to subnct.
Howevcr. Mobilc IP is iiot a good solution for users with higli mobility. Its niechanisni requires every MH to update its ilea' CoA to the Home Agent (HA) whenever the MH moves ljoni on? subnet to another. even though the MH dose not coiiiniuiiiCate witti others while moving. The location update cost i n Mobile IP can be csccssive. especially for the mobile t~scrs with relatively high mobility and long distance to their HAS.
In oi-der to reduce thc registration signaling traffic, the Mobile I P regional rcgistration is proposed in [2] . The protocol cniploys the FA hierarchy to localize the registration traffic. In this protocol. the HA registers the publicly routable address of tile Gateway FA (GFA) aiid the MHs location update messages cstablisli tunnels in a rcgional network along the path from MHs to CFA. In the IETF I-egional registration schemc. the network architecture is centralized. It is not clear and usually liarcl to determine the rcgional nctwork size. To overcome this shoitconitig, Xie and Akyildiz pi-oposed a distributed dynamic I-cgiotial location managcment scheme for Mobile IP (131).
In this sclicnie. the GFAs and the rcgionai nctwoi-k size are adjiistcd based on the user's curtrent traffic load and niobility inforination.
Ln this paper, we develop a system model to analyze the distributed scheme performance in a novel approach. We attempt to improve the distributed schemes by introducing the user state concept in our scheme. In this paper, we also prove that our new scheme can improve the distributed scheme perfomance further.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 11, we introduce the distributed and improved schemes details. We develop a system modcl and derive the cost functions in section 111. The scheme performances are demonstrated in section IV. Section V gives the conclusion.
DISTRIBUTED SCiiEMES ANI) THE I M P R O V E M E N T
The drawback of the centralized system is the lack of flexibility. The regional network size under one GFA is difficult to determine since the user mobility and load vaiy from time to time. In [3] , the authors introduced a distributed regional registration scheme. In the scheme, each FA can function either as an FA or a GFA. When an MH enters a new regional nctwork, the first FA o f the subnet the MH visits will be the GFA. So. the GFAs and regional networks are distributed and specific to every mobile user. Thc signaling traffic can be distributed among the network evenly. There arc two variations of distributed schcme. One is fixed and another is dynamic. In thc fixed version, the regional network size is fixed for a user. While. the regional network size can change based on the user's up-to-datc mobility and traffic load in the dynamic scheme. how to compute thc optimal regional network size can be found in [3] .
Although the GFA can reduce the location update signaling traffic, it introduces additional packet delivery cost too. When packets are intercepted by the HA and tunneled to the user's current CoA. The GFA receives them and checks the visitors list, then forwards them to the current FA. In thc fixed scheme, if the mobile user is in a subnet whose FA is not tlie GFA, tlie packets have to traverse additional nodes beforc reach the destination and the total signaling cost may exceed the basic Mobile IP scheme. This is proved in our following analysis. The dynamic scheme can changc the regional work size according to the user's currcnt infomiation so that less traffic is generated than the fixcd one. However, the dynamic vcrsion can also involve additional packet delivery cost bccause the user current FA is usually not the current regional nctwork GFA for the uscr.
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SYS'IEM M(1I)EI. A N U A N A L Y S I S
In this scction. we develop an analytical model to derive tlie location update and packet delivery cost functions for the distrihutcd and iniprovcd schemcs. Just likc in [3] , wc do not consider the periodic binding iipdatc costs that an MH sends IO its H A or FA5 to rcfrcsh their caclics. In our analysis, we define the following notations.
The numbcr of distinct subnets the MH visited during thc period of the last packet arrival and the final location update just bcfore it.
[, : Tlic call-to-mobility ratio (CMR). After further i movements. the MH is in the subnet whose FA is F.4,,. The MH current GFA i s GFA,. Depending on tlie regional nctwoi-k size, thc GFA,, might be GFAl or tint. In Fig.1 . we assuiiic the MH receives second packets in subnet charged by FA,, after i movements. We try to compute the toral sigivaling costs between the two consecutive packets ai-rivals. In this paper, the CMR is defined as follow: if packets arrive at an MH at rate X and the time the user resides in a given subnet has a mean l / p , then the CMR. denoted by p. is givcn as p = X/p. For the IETF regional registration protocol, if we assume the regional nctwork size is K and i subnets are crossed between two packet arrivals, the MH will update tothe HA 1 9 1 times and update the GFAs in the rest z -Ly] times. So the average location update cost function for the schcme can bc written as In the IETF schemc. the GFA might introduce additional cost besides the basic packet delivery cost. We assume that 4 is unifomily distributed in our paper. So, when i = 0, the additional cost generated by GFA is V D g a ( 0 ) . X and the residence tinie of an MH in a subnet is a random
If we further assume the user residence time in a subnet o ( i ) = (8) is exponentially distributed, we have y = $, then ( I I ) becomes
We assume that i = 31; + q, then Notice that both 0 5 q < I< and 0 5 0 < li, we can rewrite ( 2 ) as Equation (12) is the cost function for IETF regional registration scheme. If the regional network size I< is replaced by the optimal values that can minimize the total signaling cost, then it becomes the cost function for dynamic scheme. How to get the optimal values can be found in (31.
We call also derive Cl" and C A in the similar way, Let we assume i = j K , where j = 0: 1 , 2 , . . . ,E., C L can be
111 ordsr to simplify (3) . wc assume i + p = jli, where j = 1.2. . . . . x.. Then we have
In the following, we demonstrate the scheme performances under various conditions. We define the following notations for our analysis.
thg : The location update transmission cost between HA and GFA. t,f : The location update transmission cost between GFA and FA. pi, : The location update processing costs at HA. p , : The location update processing costs at GFA. p f : The location update processing costs at FA. m h g : The packet delivery transmission cost between HA and GFA. 'ni,f : The packet delivery transmission cost between GFA and FA. hh : The packet delivery processing cost in HA. h, : The packet delivery processing cost in GFA. According to the protocols and above definitions, we have uh = 2 t f q f p h f 2 P g , (16)
In the above formula, we neglect the costs that are common to all the procedures, like the wireless channel transmission cost. The GFA processing cost is proportional to the number of subnets under it. Since IP routing table lookup is based on the longest prejx matching, then the GFA processing complexity is proportional to the logarithm of K. According to the above assumptions , we get h, = EKlog(K), where E is the cost coefficient. In our analysis, we use the parameters listed in Table I for comparison. Fig.2 shows the total signaling costs for all the schemes under different call-to-mobility ratio (CMR). In this figure, when the CMR is small, the basic Mobile 1P scheme generates the most signaling traffic. With the increase of CMR, the distributed scheme with fixed regional network size can generate more cost than the Mobile IP scheme does. The reason is that when the CMR is large, many packets have to go through GFA before reach the user's current FA. This procedure would introduce additional cost. The dynamic scheme results in less traffic than the fixed one dose and the total cost will never exceed the Mobile IP scheme. It is obvious that our improved scheme generates the least traffic all the time. In Fig.3 , we show the relative total signaling costs of the three scheme to the Mobile IP scheme. In fact, when the CMR increases, the optimal values for the dynamic scheme decrease. If the optimal values become one, the dynamic scheme reduces to Mobile IP scheme. That is why the relative cost curve for dynamic scheme levels off when the CMR is large. The cost curve shows that the improved scheme outperforms both the fixed.and dynamic schemes. Now, we investigate how the regional network size can affect the scheme performances. In Fig.4 and Fig.5 , we vary the regional network size K under different CMR for the fixed scheme and the improved scheme. In Fig.4 , we can see that when the regional network size is large, the fixed scheme can generate less traffic with large K . Since the GFA processing cost is proportional to the regional work size and the MHs number under it. The total cost for the fixed scheme increases fast with the CMR when the K is large. From the figure we can conclude that it is impossible to find an optimal fixed regional network size for all the users under different traffic V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we introduced the distributed regional locaconsecutive packet arrivals is just a portion of the total subnet number crossed. This will not affect our conclusion. Based on our analysis, we conclude that the fixed scheme can have ."", 
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distributed scheme outperforms both the fixed and dynamic schemes under various situations.
